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Only you can do it, but
you can not do it alone.

PreRecovery
/Abstinence

The Heart of
Recovery
Activity
Recovery at

ecovery
Activity

TBRP

Listening

ACTION

Planning

eekly 1-1

Sharing

The TBRP Recovery Programme is the foundation
of successful recovery within the communities
of Calderdale and Kirklees. Designed, written
and delivered by people in recovery, for people
in recovery, it is a toolbox drawn from personal
experiences, knowledge and achievements of
those who have journeyed their own recovery
path.

HereThis&document
Now helps to outline the Programme
structure and supporting elements.

Recovery
Activity

Don’t just take our word for it
“Recovery communities are independent but their creation must have strategic support from those
involved in delivering public health outcomes from within the local authority. Recovery communities are
not a threat to treatment services but they are, and should always be, independent.

Social relationships have
big impacts – not just
on mental health and
wellbeing but also ‘hard’
impacts like mortality.

Commissioners of new systems need to ensure that recovery communities are sufficiently resourced.
Moreover, these resources need to be tied to the most flexible of governance arrangement. If possible a
dedicated recovery community centre could be provided. Probably the best UK example of this can be
found in Halifax, Calderdale at the Basement Project”.
Mark Gilman, Strategic Recovery Lead for Public Health England
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Supporting the programme

Supporting the programme

For anyone in Recovery, they will tell you that getting free from drugs and alcohol is the easy part. Staying
free is the hard part and this is the focus of our Recovery Programme. However, in understanding why you
decided to save your life, you begin to discover who you truly are. Without learning and understanding
yourself, it’s almost impossible to share your story to someone else. Without meaning, there can be no
purpose.

Finding a reason for why we went through the struggles we did helps guide us on our recovery journey.
Finding purposeful meaning behind every single action and interaction is what keeps us on our path.
Without it, we know the illness awaits on every junction, waiting to lead us astray.

A Lived Experience
TBRP has a tried and tested therapeutic community
project model for creating a safe, secure, practical
and supported two stage residential accommodation
for people who are in the early stages of Recovery.
The aim is to provide 24/7 recovery therapy, together
with holistic support into stable accommodation,
employment or training, enabling successful
independent living in the community.

VOLUNTEERING
Throughout the Recovery Programme clients are
in contact with volunteers in recovery. These are
people who have completed the Programme and
are in recovery themselves. They support each
other by offering their experience both in and out of
groups. As well as helping those who are new, this
is an important part of their own recovery, helping to
build spiritual strength and humility. Volunteers also
promote recovery to the wider community helping to
reduce the stigma associated with addiction.

Mutual aid

Purposeful Meaning

Where appropriate clients are encouraged to
attend AA/NA, SMART Recovery and our own Here
and Now group meetings as well as other Recovery
activities. People who have aready been through
our programme will often facilitate the introduction
to a client’s first meeting and help them engage in
local support networks.

Our Recovery Hubs provide a holistic package of
recovery capital growth, creating an environment
which supports people to identify their own recovery
assets and utilise them through purposeful activities.

One to one

Here & now

One-to-one weekly meetings with a Recovery
Coach are an opportunity to look at particular
issues and individual needs in more depth and to
assess progress and readiness for detox and a life of
abstinence.

In the groups clients are asked to identify their
feelings and to share with peers what is going on
for them today. They relate similar experiences and
feelings to each other and thus realise that they are
not alone. Together they help each other plan how to
deal with their issues.

Enhanced detox

VIRTUAL communities

Our enhanced residential detoxification centre is
designed for people who would ordinarily require a
home detox if they had the appropriate support, but
offers numerous benefits of 24/7 recovery support
and networking.

There are a number of online resources supported
by TBRP. Getting connected, communicating and
engaging with your local community online has
numerous benefits from communicating what’s going
on in recovery circles to seeking (and providing) help
and advice at all times of day and night.
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The Recovery programme
Consisting of over 340 pages of tutor notes and 45 client handouts, the TBRP Recovery Programme is
a comprehensive guide to delivering successful recovery outcomes. Set over 32 sessions and broken
into two phases the Programme provides practitioners with a resource to deliver unrivalled psychosocial
interventions.

Why detox if you don’t
know why you do what
you do in the first place?

Recovery
phase
(abstinence)

Pre-Recovery
phase
During this phase clients are supported to
reduce their alcohol and/or drug use and to
help prepare for medical detoxification if this is
necessary.

The Recovery Phase is a twenty four session
rolling programme which clients enter following
the Pre-Recovery / detoxification phase.

Eight group sessions examine the nature of
addiction, why we do what we do and why we
can’t seem to stop, dealing with the triggers and
cravings that keep us on that downward spiral
and we explore and come to an understanding
of how the client arrived here, along with people
just like them.

Now that the physical dependency of addiction
has been addressed we take an in-depth look at
the mental and emotional aspects.
Clients must be abstinent from both alcohol
and drugs by this stage and willing to undergo
random testing.

We look at the meaning of ’detox’ and its
function, not as a magic wand to ’treat’ addiction,
but as the first step to Recovery. We then start
planning for life immediately after detox.
Where appropriate, clients are encouraged to
attend mutual aid and our own group meetings
as well as other Recovery activities.

During the sessions we explore the concepts of
Recovery in detail. Clients will be shown how
to develop their own Recovery ‘tool box’ of
strategies to prevent ‘relapse’ and a supporting
network of other people in Recovery. It will be
reinforced that this is a ‘we’ process - “only you
can do it, but you can’t do it alone”.

One-to-one weekly meetings with a Recovery
Coach are an opportunity to look at particular
issues in more depth, to assess progress and
readiness for a life without drugs or alcohol.

Clients learn to be more aware and accepting of
their feelings and emotions, and to act on them
in more constructive ways. We practice this in
the Here and Now groups.

Living life without a drink
or drug is one thing.
Living with peace of mind
is another.
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Pre-Recovery Phase

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A Coping
mechanism

Habit

To feel
good

Emotional

Physical

Mental

Siblings
do it
•
•
•
•
•
•

Compulsion
Pain
Stress
Obsession
Irritability
Anxiety

To
forget
why
do we use?
Why the
hell not?

This sessions aim is to convey the reasons WHY
people ”think” they drink or take drugs and to
decipher the REAL reasons.

We begin to explore the two aspects to the reasons
(or excuses); the internal and external factors. The
internal aspects being the drivers for the external.

To block
feelings

Enjoyment
The Basement Recovery Programme – Pre-Recovery Session#1 – The Nature of Addiction

To be
normal
Combat
withdrawal

Boredom

Anger
Fear
Guilt
Sadness
Shame
Low self esteem
Dishonesty
Loneliness
Anxiousness

Get me out
of the house

To
lik

Everyone
else does

This opening session introduces clients to the
Addiction concept that there’s a lot more to our issues than
simply taking a drink or drug.
ADDICTION: “The state of being enslaved to a habit or practice or to something that is psychologically or physically habit-forming,
Clients are introduced
to to
the
four
components
of
as narcotics,
such
ankey
extent
that its cessation
causes severe trauma”
addiction; Physical, Emotional, Spiritual and Mental.
Clients begin to understand for the first time that this
is an illness that centres in the mind rather than a
•
Withdrawal
bottle, needle or pill.
•
Liver problems
•
Weight loss/gain
Discord
•
Blood clots
Agitated
•
Passing blood
Disharmony
•
Breathing
Discontent
problems
Bankrupt
•
Bad circulation
No Power
•
Depression
Restless
•
Anxiety
Broken
•
Tolerance
•
Self-Harm
•
Violence
•
STD's
•

Spiritual

9

Increase
confidence

The nature of
addiction
The Nature of

Excitement

©The Basement Recovery Project

Stop the pain
physically
Clients are challenged
about the real reasons
they ”think” they use
drink or drugs.

A
reward

Because I
can

Internal:
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anity

THE MENTAL
TWIST

piritual

Emotional

FEAR
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All our emotions
low self-esteem
no confidence
The repeat blame game
cycle of
moods
insanity
lost our own ID
By the end of this session, clients have a brief
understanding of the Repeat Cycle of Insanity, what
head chaos
we mean by ”self-will run riot” and to grasp the
concept of the interrelationship between ’self-will’
and insanity.
decision making
no motivation
Drink &
denial
Drugs
self-pity
mental
obsession
Distorded

Unmanageability

Internal

unmanageability

Thinking

FEAR

Unmanageability is not just about the external things we
see, hear and do but also the internal. How our internal
unmanageability manifests itself to impact on the external.
We make the mistake so many times of trying to put the
external things right only to find they are short lived.
Only by dealing with the internal unmanageability can we
effectively deal with the external.

External

Irrational
Behaviour

Social Impact

Unwanted Pregnancy
Police

How our
unmanageability is
reflected in the Repeat
Cycle of Insanity.
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•Kettle boiling, crinkle of foil,
cracking on warm drink, 'pop
bottles
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• Smells
dangerous
people and
places

Triggers

• Touch

"to lure, entice, pull, seduce"

Frequenting ”dangerous” places risks ones
continuous recovery. Know that mixing old ”haunts”
with old using/drinking friends could lead back into
the repeat cycle of insanity. Clients are taught of
the risks of continuing their association with users/
drinkers.

•Feel of foil, lighter, meds, bot

Client’s begin to grasp that it is never anyone else, or
anywhere else or any thing that makes them drink or
drug - it is down to THEM.

and Things

Your head is like a dangerous neighbourhood
– don’t go there alone

s terms

• Taste

TV
shows

Job
Centre
EVENTS

Other
Enablers

Recovery
Friends

Weddings, Funerals
Birthdays, Christenings,
Christmas, New Year etc.

r
Old
Haunts

ExPartner

Recovery
Websites

Once we are passed
the physical addiction,
all our cravings and
temptations are in the
mind.

triggers and
cravings

•Sadness, Happiness, Anger, A
Shame, Isolation, Memories,

Triggers are places, people, situations and feelings
that can lead to thinking about using drink or drugs.

Pub

• Physical

•Aches, pains, tiredness, withd

Stress

Treatment
Services

Cinema

• Emotions

Understanding how cravings come from triggers and
temptations and how we deal with them.

Library

Mobile
Phone

Supermarket
Booze Isle

OffLicence
New
Relationships

Dealers

Pay Day /
Money

Partner

Internet

•Crisps, nuts, energy drinks, m

*examples from a typical session

Friends

AA
etings

gs

•Drugs being smoked, Zippo li
wipes, petrol, tippex, tar, tob
grass (summer)

Park

Recovery
Events

• Tense muscles, shaking, butter
increased heart beat, dry mouth
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Early Recovery

Pre-Recovery
Programme

Detox / Stop
Using

Balance is not critical in
early stages of Recovery.

DetoX & REHAB
Time and time again, we have seen clients who
have gone through a physical detoxification. Some
have been through rehab centres and still they have
picked up and continued to use. Detox is not the
answer to recovery, it is only the start.

at is Detox?

•AA Meetings
•NA Meeting
•SMART
•Here & Now

•AA Meetings
•NA Meetings
•SMART
•Here & Now

•AA Meetings
•NA Meetings
•SMART
•Here & Now

The session is about understanding a detox will
only take care of the physical aspect of addiction.
The abstinence
Pain programme is the foundation of the
mental aspect. We also look at the different types of
detox and rehab models.
Discomfort

Acceptance

Suffering

Withdrawal

What is Detox?

Magic
Wand

Cleansing

Detox is only
the start of
Recovery

healthy balanced lifestyle
The objective of this session is to get clients to take a look at what their longer terms goals are,
the things we can put in place along our recovery journey.

Healthy Balanced Lifestyle
Rehab

Balance is not critical in early stages of Recovery. Our early stages should be almost ”obsessive” on the suggestions within this programme.

Agony

A Fix

A Cure

The Basement Recovery Programme - Pre-Recovery Session #8 – Healthy Balanced Lifestyle

ement Recovery Programme - Pre-Recovery Session #7a – What is Detox?

Early Recovery

© 2016 The Basement Recovery Project

Pre-Recovery
Programme

Detox / Stop
Using

Abstinence
Programme

Continued
Recovery

Healthy
Balanced
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Social

Family

• No friends
• No interests
• Boredom

• Breakdown
• No trust
• Made homeless
• Ashamed

Recovery Phase (abstinence)
• Negative friends
the nature of addiction
The abstinence sessions of the TBRP Recovery Programme take a more detailed look
at addiction; why we do the things we do, often in the face of grave consequenses. It
recaps all the sessions covered throughout pre-recovery but it is only now, when clients
are abstinent that they can fully comprehend and come to terms with the detail in this
this part of the programme and have the ability to carry out the suggestions to aid their
Recovery.
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• Partner had
enough Though our path to rock
is different, we
• Partner bottom
using
share
common ground.
• Breakdown
• Despair

Fin

•N
• In
•F
•R

For example, the abstinence session handout shows a reminder of the pre-recovery
The Nature of Addiction

handout along with a more detailed look at what happens to the brain when we drink or
take drugs. The focus on the session is still around the four aspects of addiction; Physical,
Mental, Emotional and Spiritual.
























Peace of mind
God
Faith
Love
Family
A Connection
Hope
Greater Power

Spiritual

Emotional










Anger
Fear
Guilt
Sadness
Shame
Low self esteem
Dishonesty
Loneliness
Anxiousness

When you keep drinking or using, the brain begins to
think the big release of feel-good chemicals in the
limbic system is normal.

Withdrawal
Liver problems
Weight loss/gain
Blood clots
Passing blood
Breathing problems
Bad circulation
Depression
Anxiety
Tolerance
Self-Harm
Violence
STD's

Over time the brain changes. The limbic system takes
over from the prefrontal cortex. The prefrontal cortex
helps you stay in control and make good decisions.
Your brain is always changing. Your brain can change in
positive ways and get stronger after you’ve stopped
using or drinking by having good relationships,
interesting hobbies, regular exercise and healthy food.

Hitting Rock Bottom

Physical

Mental

•
•
•
•
•
•

Compulsion
Pain
Stress
Obsession
Irritability
Anxiety

Reminder of The Nature of Addiction from Pre-Recovery

The Human Genome Mapping Project was
completed in 2003 at a cost of around
$3billion. There are around 20,000 human
genes, only double that of a roundworm.
Think yourself lucky that both your parents
passed on all their genes or else you could
have ended up looking like this.

These images of the dopamine transporter
show the brain’s remarkable potential to
recover, at least partially, after a long
abstinence from drugs (in this case,
methamphetamine)

This session looks at identifying what ”Rock Bottom” is. Although ”Rock
Bottom” is individual we all share the main components of reaching it;
physically, mentally, emotionally and spiritually.
Spiritual bankruptcy is the most common and collective, however, we
are not emotionally equipped with dealing with it.
The session looks at the loss of self-worth and well-being which
leaves us empty and incomplete, lacking energy and vitality, muddling
through life without purpose and meaning.

Spiritual

Physical

Mental

• Hopeless
• No Faith

• Pale
• Weight loss
• Appearance
• Illness

• Obsessions
• Suicidal thoug
• Negative thou
• Self critic

Source: J Neurosci 21:9414-9418, 2001

The Basement Recovery Programme – Abstinence Session#1 – The Nature of Addiction

©The Basement Recovery Project
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We admitted we were powerless over our addiction -

- that our lives had
become unmanageab
Addiction is cunning,
baffling and powerful.

Honesty & Self Dishonesty
The aim of this session is to understand the manifestation of self dishonesty. To
understand what we mean by it and to identify that honesty is paramount to attain
recovery.

Concept1
Powerless over the
”We are very good at being self-dishonest, even when confronted about our addiction by
amount I took
friends, colleagues at work, our boss, loved ones and family. We are not so much dishonest
Honesty and

Concept2
Powerless over the bad
results of my using

Concept3
Those results were
unacceptable

When I took too much I
couldn't control or limit the
bad effects which flowed
from my using and...

As a result of my using, som
aspect of my life bacame
unacceptable to me.

about the fact we are addicted, it is the accusations that are associated with them. We
honestly feel shocked, outraged, anger and a whole multitude of emotions. We would pass a
lie detector test if we were asked if there was a drink or drug problem. We honestly believe it
Self Dishonesty
isn’t true and that things are just being taken out of context and misunderstood. Our denial
is based on honestly being dishonest”. - from session Tutor Notes

Helps
acceptance

Helps deal
with
emotions

Helps with
relationships

Mentally
well

Alleviates
Once
pressure

Quashes
i started
using, sooner
FEAR
or later I couldn't control or
limit the amount I took and...

Powerlessness

Here we look at the meaning of ”powerlessness” and to know that
accepting one’s powerlessness is the key to becoming empowered.
Clients begin to realise that acceptance is key, acceptance that we can’t
control our using (even though we think we can). We can not control
others, we can not control people, places and things.

If I could be a control
user/drinker and use
moderately...
Guilt

Shame

Self-pity

The Basement Recovery Programme – Abstinence Session #03 – Honesty and Self Dishonesty

Denial

Defence

Fractured
Emotions

there wouldn't be any bad
effects of my
drinking / using ...

The message of this session is; if we are powerless then we need a
powerful. This is explained in more detail in session #6.

Arrogance

©The Basement Recovery Project

But I have tried over and over

but if I could avoid the bad

no problem.

1) Did you believe you could control your drink / drugs? Give examples of how you thought you could
and why they failed:
20
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Unmanageability

Sanity or Insanity

This session looks at how our lives have become unmanageable as a direct result of our
powerlessness. Building on the previous session and the topic covered in pre-recovery,
the group looks at the unacceptable results of drinking / using drugs.

2) When you look back, what were the insane things you have done as a result of your drinking / drugg
The objective
of this
session is to understand that there is a choice for everyone - the path of insanity
in pursuit
of getting
them)?
(doing the same thing over and over again and expecting different results) or the path of Recovery.

Just as our rock bottom is individual, the group learns to understand that everyone’s
unmanageability is also different, what is considered unmanageable for one, may not be
considered unmanageable for another. However, it means the same thing to us all: Our
Unmanageability
drug of choice is keeping us from realising our full potential.


What does unmanageability mean to me?



Have I ever been arrested or had legal trouble as a result of my addiction?
Have I ever done anything I could have been arrested for if only I was caught?
What have those things been?



What trouble have I had at work because of my addiction? What trouble have
I had with my family as a result of my addiction?



What trouble have I had with my friends as a result of my addiction?



Do I insist on having my own way? What effect has my insistence had on my
relationships?



Do I consider the needs of others? What effect has my lack of consideration
had on my relationships?



Do I accept responsibility for my life and my actions? Am I able to carry out
my daily responsibilities without becoming overwhelmed? How has this
affected my life?



4) Have you taken insane decisions in the past as a result of your addiction? E.g. did you quit further
education
or amyjob,
Do I treat every challenge as a personal insult?
How has this affected
life? given up on relationships or started ones you shouldn’t have (knowingly, not wit
given
Do I maintain a crisis mentality, responding tohindsight),
every situation withor
panic?
How up lifelong ambitions?

Internal

Feelings

Thoughts




Worthless, insecure, angry, sad, anxious,
low self-esteem...
Can’t be bothered, unable, others fault, don’t
need help, haven’t got a problem...

External

Behaviours

Impact on
Self







Isolation, mood swings, obsessiveness,
irritability, restlessness, laziness...

Hygiene, appearance, health, debt, criminal
record, credit rating, homelessness, social life...

Impact on
Came
Others
To Believe

Missed appointments, lack of family support,
poor quality work, lost trust, their feelings,
their thoughts...

We take another look at the Repeat Cycle of Insanity and its meaning from the pre-recovery session,
exploring in more detail the mental twist. Another option to being stuck in the Repeat Cycle of Insanity is
to get onboard the Cycle of Change.



3) Do you feel guilty, ashamed or remorseful about your behaviour? Describe your feelings about your
drinking / using and why you feel this way.

Do I fall apart the minute things don't go according to plan? How has this
affected my life?

has this affected my life?


Do I ignore signs that something may be seriously wrong with my health
thinking things will work out somehow? Describe.



When in real danger, have I ever been either indifferent to that danger or
somehow unable to protect myself as a result of my addiction? Describe.



Have I ever harmed someone as a result of my addiction? Describe.



Do I have temper tantrums or react to my feelings in other ways that lower my
self-respect or sense of dignity? Describe.

Self Will Running Riot

5) HaveThis
you
ever explores
physically
others?
sessions
whatinjured
we meanyourself
by ’self-willorrun
riot’, an expression often used, and understood but
Having explored the concept of powerlessness we look at what is meant by ”a power
not
an easy

Did I take drugs or alcohol to change or suppress my
feelings?
Whatone
was Ito describe to others.
greater” can restore us to sanity.
trying to change or suppress?
If we can not do this alone, then a power greater than ourselves must do it. Without
understanding this, we remain in the cycle of insanity. This is not about God or religion,
this is about acceptance that we cannot do this alone. This is about understanding the
nature of addiction and gaining new knowledge to take a different course of action.

The Basement Recovery Programme – Abstinence Session #05 – Unmanageability

We look at how a life run on self-will alone creates chaos and is directly linked to the Repeat Cycle of
Unmanageability. We explore why people are able to stop using and perhaps last a month,
or even two or three, or in some cases years - but they always start again. We look at how self-will is
only willpower, which in turn is just a ‘dry drunk’ / ‘dry druggie’. Drinking and drugging is far easier than
stopping and running on willpower alone.

©The Basement Recovery
Project
Insanity
and

6) How have you overreacted or even underreacted to situations?

1) What am I afraid of about the concept of surrender?

22

prepared to go to any lengths

live or die

t h e b a s e m e n t p r o j e c t.o r g.u k

2) What convinces me that I can no longer drink / drug successfully anymore?

23

Resentments
Taking decisions. This is
an action programme,
without which, there is
no change.

Willingness, surrender
Surrender
and acceptance
3) Do
that
I will at
never
able to of
control
drink / within
drugs (no
howoflong
I am abstinent)?
ThisI accept
session
looks
thebe
concept
surrender
thematter
context
Recovery
and
knowing that surrender, acceptance and willingness are key components to positive
Recovery, not just at the beginning, but throughout our Recovery journey, i.e. daily.

frustration

4) What would life look like if I surrendered completely?

a. Can I continue my recovery without complete surrender?
5) Am I willing to follow this programme to the end?

Yes
Yes

 No 
 No 

truth
Yes

 No 

7) Am I willing to give recovery my best shot?

Yes

 No 

8) Does my recovery come first above everything else?

Yes

 No 

Yes

 No 

6) Am I willing to attend other meetings? AA / NA / SMART

a. Do I practice this?

Barriers to Recovery

The Basement Recovery Programme – Abstinence Session #09 – Surrender, Acceptance and Willingness

FEAR

Decisions and
Decisions and Actions
Actions
This is an action programme. Without action there is no change. Without change we continue to be
stuck in the cycle of insanity.
Making decisions is a key part of recovery maturity. Understanding why we have always found it
difficult to make decisions in active addiction prevents us from entering the ’blame game’.

As addicts, we took many decisions (albeit the wrong ones) and were very resourceful when it came
to feeding our addiction. Now we must apply the same amount of effort for our Recovery.

motivation

©The Basement Recovery Project

Revisiting pre-recovery session #2 clients are reminded of all the reasons they gave
for using. We now ask if this is true. After looking at the nature of addiction, hitting
our rock bottom, being honest and understanding our powerlessness, seeing the
unmanageability it causes, knowing that we must surrender or continue along our path
of insanity and letting our self-will run riot - how can they be?

Positive not negative

sacrifice
Consequences
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Searching and Fearless
Foundations of Recovery

The message within this session is that there is no point in completing this programme if at the end
you are only drug and alcohol free. After many years of substance abuse, clients will find being
abstinent is no fun at all unless they can learn to be happy and abstinent.

The aim of this session is to understand the basic principles of Recovery. Understanding
that the foundations are more about the internal factors than the external.

Without going through the process of taking a searching and fearless moral inventory our ‘skeletons
in the cupboard’ will remain there. We will never have peace of mind, faith, relief, spiritual and inner
wellbeing. The session is only a guide on the process, it does not take an individual through it.

”Recovery by its very nature is not simple. While there may be common underlying themes
and experiences, no two people’s recovery journeys will be identical. We all have very
different interests, needs, dreams, motivations and desires; our background, culture, gender,
age and past experiences also impact considerably on our experience of recovery. While
recovery is often described as a “journey”, it is important to emphasise that this does not
necessarily mean that it has an end-point. People tend to see recovery as a lifelong journey
of growing and learning, managing setbacks and celebrating successes all with the aim of a
Foundations
of Recovery
better
life.”. - from
session Tutor Notes

Defects of Character and Burdens

Rock Bottom

Self Will

obsessiveness

Honesty

Emotional

hopelessness

Came to
Believe

Acceptance

fear

egotism
impulsivity

Physical

Insanity
Barriers

Unmanageability

resentments

manipulation

The Basics

Powerlessness

selfishness

abuse
SelfDishonesty

Surrender

dishonesty

inconsiderate

paranoia

Understanding the
Nature of Addiction

perfectionism

false pride

Willingness

control

Mental

Spiritual

FEAR
SMART

confusion

laziness

A.A.

anger
pessimism

N.A.

procrastination

envy

Resentments
Connect

hatred

Support
Networks

Foundations

denial

TBRP

criticism

Defects of Character

gluttony

Mental
health

H.O.W. - Honesty,
Warmth
Open Mindedness
and
Willingness are key.
Maslow’s

Physical
Health

Family
Friends

Health

Food

Recovery
Community

Relationships
Education or Work
Community

Financial

hierarchy of Needs
(basic needs)

Shelter

Values
Beliefs

Sleep
Clothing

Appreciations

Recovery
Capital

self seeking

worry
frustration
It is only by stopping our drug of choice that we gain increasing insight into the effects that they
had on our character and behaviour in the past.
lust
conceitedness
This session helps individuals explore ’defects of character’ (characteristics or traits), how to deal
anxiety
loneliness
with them, accept them and change them, and, the dangers of ignoring them. We look at how our
defects obstruct our progress and actually led to our rock bottom and unmanageability, keeping
us within the cycle of insanity.
greed
intolerance
remorse
stubbornness

Education

self pity

Training

Defect

Employment

uncharitable

guilt

betrayal
bigotry

Hittin
Bo

Resentments
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#14
Defects of
Character

F.E.A.R. - False Evidence
Appearing Real

Resentments
This session looks at Resentment and why it is the number one killer of addicts.
We look at the reasons why we have resentments and where they come from,
understanding the manifestation that leads to another addiction cycle. Until we
rid ourselves of our resentments we shall never get well. We may stop drinking
or using drugs but as long as we have resentments we remain bitter and
unhappy for the rest of our lives.

#13
Searching &
Fearless

FEAR

Resentments

#12
Foundations
of Recovery

Frustration

Fear
Grandiosity

Anger

Clients learn to understand that FEAR is the underlying cause to our addiction
and is a major contribution to most components of each of these Recovery
sessions.

#11
Barriers to
Recovery

When we face our fears and take positive action in our Recovery, our fears will
deminish.

FEAR
Drinking /
Drugging

Resentment

#10
Decisions and
Actions
Self-Pity

The Basement Recovery Programme – Abstinence Session #15 – Resentments

©The Basement Recovery Project

#9
Willingness,
Surrender &
Acceptance

#8
Self Will Run
Riot
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As long as we play the
Persecutor, the Rescuer
or the Victim, there is no
way out.

Behaviours and
Relationships
We take a look at our dysfunctional relationships and how our character defects play
a big part in our behaviour and the way we think. Not everyone in the group will feel
their relationships are unstable, but there will be much of this session that they can
relate to, perhaps with past relationships.
By building on our Character Assets we begin to think more clearly and make more
rational decisions around our relationships.

SEX CONDUCT
Sex Conduct – Part of our continued Searching and Fearless

Co-Dependency

See session #17 notes. As part of our searching and fearless inventory (part of the 12 Step process) we may wish to look at our sex conduct. Fill in the form column by
column NOT row by row.
Who was it:

What did we do:

List the people with whom we have experienced
sexual conduct

What is the exact nature of my
wrongs, faults, mistakes,
defects, shortcomings:

Who did I harm:

What should I have done
Though co-dependency is a complex and difficult subject to grasp, most addicts will
instead:

understand the concept at least. We look at what we mean by it and how we have
managed to stay co-dependent through our using and adding to life’s unmanageability.
We look at the importance of how and why we can still be co-dependent even when
clean and the dangers of co-dependency leading us back to using.
We explore the Karpman Drama Triangle, another vicious cycle within the cycle of
addiction.

boundaries
A look at what boundaries are and why we need them to keep us safe. We have never
been good at boundaries so how do we set them and communicate them effectively to
keep them in place. We look at how boundaries are tied to our poor decision making
The and
Basement
Recovery Programme – Abstinence Session #17 – Behaviours and Relationships
unmanageability.

©The Basement Recovery Project
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(you are not
alone)

Mentally
Well

Slippery Places
This session challenges clients about relapse. We look at slippery
places or feelings and how our thinking, behaviour and our
actions could result in a lapse/relapse.
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Recovery is not
something you join, it’s a
way of life.

Comfo

(in faci
challeng

(more loving,
caring, less
self)

recovery
SlipperyEarly
When
Wetis challenging in many ways; however we can be
prepared and have ways to deal with these challenges to keep
ourselves safe.

Visitng
We look at relapse as a thought through, pre-meditated and
Town
Family
planned process rather than an event which just Centres
happens out of
Nightclubs
the blue.

Gigs

New
friends
who don't
know

Higher
Power
/
Sense ofConcepts to a Higher Power
GOD
Purpose

/ Pubs

Weddings
/ Funerals
Old
drinking or
using
haunts

Football
matches

Parties

Old
friends's
houses

New
places

The concept of a Higher Power is to enforce the message to clients that only they can do this,
but they cannot do it alone.

(new focus
in life)

Stinking
thinking

People
We look at the different notions of what we mean by God and that you do not need to believe
Pleasing
in a God of any Faith to follow the programme.

The session helps clients understand the terminology in the context of the 12-Steps that
originated from Alcoholics Anonymous..

H.A.L.T.

Resentment

Self-pity

Denial

The Basement Recovery Programme – Abstinence Session #20 – Slippery When Wet

FEAR

Anxiety

Complacency

Frustration

Letting
Go
©The Basement Recovery Project

(peace of

Hand it
Over
(weight

H

ot
you

Take action
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Be helpful to
others
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Life Balance
This session helps to understand that acquiring Life Balance leads to stability
in an emotional, physical, mental and spiritual sense. Know that having such
a balance gives us the ability to manage our own lives in a social & financial
sense – life is no longer unmanageable.

Clients are asked to look at why they have never achieved abstinence before.
We explore the notion that putting conditions on sobriety is potentially
dangerous and damaging.

Explore a new
vision

We must not let anything stand in the way of our recovery.

Unconditional Abstinence















No Walls or Isolation
Avoid unnecessary relationships
reduces pressure and stress
less people pleasing
no fixing on others
do things for you

Being able to say no
Being honest
Saying yes when we mean no
is not honest
With other addicts

Boundaries

People can be like a drug
Can cause resentments
Can be enablers
Co-Dependency and S.L.A.
People pleasing
We are needy and avoidant
FEAR of rejection
FEAR of intimacy






Effort and action
Baby steps
Understanding
Passion & Compassion

Triggers & Cravings
People, Places, Things
Feelings
Well Being
An

Recovery

The Ultimate Goal – Five ways to Good Mental Health



We know it all – we are recovered
Control, we need to know everything
/ manipulation
 Dishonest & denial masks the FEAR
 Causes resentments, leads to using

Relationships

Arrogance - EGO

Talk / Share / Listen
Attend Meetings








People Pleasing

Recovery Actions

Understanding of
Addiction

Things our “addict” puts
in the way of Recovery






Helping others
Promoting recovery
Recovery champions
but not people pleasing

Anger and Resentments

The Basement Recovery Programme – Abstinence Session #22 – Unconditional Abstinence



We are allowed to have
them but we are not
allowed to act out on
them







Recovery for Others

Giving Back
People, Places, Things




Old acquaintances
FEAR of letting go
Remembering only the
good things

Challenge

Avoid
complacency

Unconditional
Abstinence

Hope, Peace of Mind &
Faith

Conquer denial

Discover your
purpose

Unconditional
Abstinence
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Visiting a pub with others
when you don’t really want to
Agreeing to do something
when you don’t really want to.
Can be enablers
Co-Dependency and L.S.A.
People pleasing
We are needy and avoidant
FEAR of rejection

•Goal setting (easy does
it)
•Learning &
development
•Stepping outside
comfort Zone

Connection

The ultimate goal is not
just abstinence, our goal
is long term peace of
mind...

Embrace
The
Ultimate •Wider
Goal
social network
gratitude

•Close family and
friends
andtopeople
in
This session takes a look at what we have been
trying
achieve
recovery
Relationship
with self
throughout
this programme - Freedom.
self-will, denial, self-doubt - FEAR
•Giving, service, putting
Beating self up – Pride
back
BlamingThe
others whole
/ things programme is about relapse prevention.

Cr

Five 'C's to
Good
Seek balance as
Understanding that ‘leaving no stone unturned’ and not living with ‘grave,
Mental
Get
physical
emotional and mental disorders’ will prevent relapse. We must continue
you progress
to implement what we have learnt and use our toolbox of solutions
and
Health
Push yourself to
suggestions to stay well.

Can cause resentments
Can be enablers
Co-Dependency and L.S.A.
People pleasing
We are needy and avoidant
FEAR of rejection
FEAR of intimacy

grow

©The Basement Recovery Project

Character

Cre

•Inspiratio
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what people are saying
Savings on Local Services
Using conservative figures from a recent survey of people who completed the TBRP
Recovery Programme indicate direct savings of nearly £18m to local services over five
years should 350 people complete the programme and stay abstinent for this period.
These figures do not include costs associated with actual criminal damage, other
people’s health and wellbeing or prescribed medications and detox episodes.

£18,000,000.00

TBRP is respected throughout the UK and beyond for it’s dedication to providing
hope and inspiration for those affected by substance and alcohol misuse.

Dr. David Best - Associate Professor of
Addiction Studies, Turning Point

‘In essence, the Basement is the hub for a
network of structured recovery opportunities
and activities.
The project is about establishing a recovery
culture and to improve the opportunities for
individuals to sustain recovery by effective
community engagement. The key principle is
around creating belief that recovery is possible
and providing the foundations for building
personal and social capital based on a strong
foundation of communities of recovery……There
are considerable grounds for hope in Calderdale
– there is a sense of energy and dynamism in
the recovery community”

£16,000,000.00
£14,000,000.00
£12,000,000.00
£10,000,000.00
£8,000,000.00
£6,000,000.00
£4,000,000.00
£2,000,000.00
£0.00

1

2

3

4
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A Recovery Partnership
The complete programme
is available ‘off the shelf’
branded as the TBRP
Recovery Programme or it
can be offered with your
own title, cover design
and logo.

We can work with you to
customise the graphical
and text handouts and
programme content to
suite the needs of your
local community as a oneoff or ongoing project.

TBRP can also help
you with marketing
the programme locally.
From brochures, leaflets,
bookmarks, social media
to complete websites.

mark gilman - Recovery lead, public
Health England

My first degree was in the Study of Organisations.
One of my tutors liked to suggest that before
we went on our final organisational placement,
we visited to “get a feel for the place”. The
suggestion was that after only a short time you
went to the bathroom and wrote yourself a
postcard about your impressions of the place.
The card was to be placed in an envelope, posted
to yourself and only opened on graduation day.
Very rarely did the conclusions of a 20,000 word
dissertation differ from the impressions jotted
on the postcard.
Here is my postcard from Halifax to anyone who
hasn’t yet been to Basement House and TBRP:

The TBRP Recovery
Programme has a 51%
success rate, more than
double the national
average.

“Do yourself a favour – come see, hear and touch
recovery at its attractive and infectious best. This is
a place where positivity lives and breathes. Come
in and soak yourself in wellbeing.”

David Royce - Chief Executive, CRI

I have found my involvement with TBRP over
the last two years to be both enlightening and
inspiring. Having had 35 years’ experience in
the field of addiction, I need to find people
who help me to sustain my motivation. The
relationship between one of the largest service
providers and probably one of the smallest
has given us both an opportunity for learning.
TBRP reminds me of our early years at CRI, and
continues to remind me that many people share
the ethos of going ‘beyond obligation.’
Margaret
Mead,
the
great
American
anthropologist said ‘Never doubt that a small
group of thoughtful, committed citizens can
change the world. Indeed, it is the only thing
that ever has.’ I endorse the work of TBRP who
continue to do just that and the community
benefits positively from their continued efforts.

David Bamford - North & North East
Deputy director - CRI

‘From first walking through the door the
energy, compassion and ownership of TBRP is
compelling.
Particularly striking is how accessible the model
is, drawing in people from right across the
community. It is truly infectious and something
that people from all walks of life want to be a
part of and crucially share’.
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Making a
difference

Testimonies from TBRP
Programme clients when
asked “Where would
you be right now if you
had not engaged with
The Basement Recovery
Project?”
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Why detox if you don’t
know why you do what
you do in the first place?

Who are we?
A homeless drunk I guess, or even dead, I really hate to
think about it.

I dread to think where I would be right now. It puts the fear
of God in me. I know I wouldn’t be here right now. I’d either
be dead or in some gutter taking MKAT, probably dead
actually as I had reached the point of being sick and tired
of being sick and tired, I had tried overdosing with MKAT.

I’ve met many people now who said they would be dead
right now if it wasn’t for the TBRP recovery programme. I’m
not sure that’s where I would be, I can’t say for sure. But if
I wasn’t I would still be in my flat probably having never
met another person in recovery.

I would be in some cemetery somewhere without a shadow
of a doubt.

The TBRP Recovery
Programme saves lives !

Mentally I feel fantastic, never better. I don’t have any
anxiety attacks or fear of not drinking again. Physically
I’m not 100%, but who is? All I know is it’s much better
than 0% and I was so close to that. My relationship with
my wife has been restored, I am lucky she supported me
through all of this. I have a lot of people to thank for
getting me where I am today.

In a slutty bedsit somewhere, not dead. I recon I had until I
was 33 until the drink killed me, don’t know why I thought
that, but I wasn’t going to get to 33 and die. My kids need
me, and I want them to have the life I never had.

The Basement Recovery Project (TBRP) is an
award winning, independent, community based
organisation with Head Offices in Halifax. We
currently operate throughout the Calderdale
and Kirklees areas from three Recovery hubs.
We offer those in addiction to alcohol or drugs
a new way of life, free from the need or desire
to use any mood altering substance; we call this
Recovery.
We understand where the obsession and
compulsion to use alcohol and drugs can take
people; the dishonesty and manipulation
needed to maintain an addicted lifestyle and the
way it leads to neglect of personal care, partners,
children, our jobs, our values and into social
isolation, criminality, shame and FEAR.
We also understand that addiction is an illness
and it can be treated. We believe we are not bad
people getting good, but ill people getting well.

Dead !

I think that is quite easy to answer, though it’s hard to
comprehend the severity of drinking. To put it bluntly, I
would be dead.

The project is free to attend and run by staff
and volunteers, all of whom are in Recovery and
many have been through the TBRP Recovery
Programme too.
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Message from our
chairman
Recovery
hubS
A recovery centre is about feeling sociable
and fitting in, and having a stake in the place
where you come to get well. It’s a place where
you would want to bring your loved ones, a
place that reduces the shame and stigma you
may feel, and it’s a place that you would want
to spend time working in. It’s a place where
the energy and sense of hope pervades the
whole environment and atmosphere. But most
of all, it’s a place where you’ll be welcomed
by people just like you.
Welcome to TBRP

Recovery is a concept,
treatment is an
intervention.

Stuart Forshaw,
Chairman, TBRP
“Truth, Love & Peace...”

I well remember my first visit to the
Project. The introduction came from
a good friend (and a good friend of
recovery in the UK) Mark Gilman, who
had mentioned my name to Michelle
Foster as a potential Board Member.
I came with 20 years drinking and
20 years of recovery under my belt,
having started drinking seriously at
the age of seventeen (do the maths),
so I may have been seen as having
the right ‘qualifications’!
I remember walking down a dark
alleyway at the side of the YMCA
in Halifax, where a small group of
people were gathered at the end,
smoking and chatting. I may have
looked a bit out of place in a blue
two piece suit but I asked where I
might find Michelle. One of the guys
kindly showed me in and took me
through to the ‘office’ at the back. As I
walked through the main room there

were people playing pool; people
sitting around tables chatting;
people drinking tea and then I had a
feeling that I have never forgotten.
It suddenly struck me that I felt
totally at home in the place. Totally
at home with the people. Totally
relaxed, comfortable and at ease.
More so than I ever had walking into
many of the places I had entered
in my business career. I could see
one or two people shifting a bit
uneasily – they probably thought
I was a copper! – but I just smiled
at them gently and nodded, as if in
understanding of a common bond.

least one Basement Project in every
town and city across the UK!

The programme we follow here is
not just a programme to get clean;
not just a programme to get sober.
It’s a programme for life. An openmind, willingness and a desire to
change combined with the ability to
follow a few simple suggestions in a
programme that is based on literally
millions of years of experience of
drinking/using and sobriety/living
clean is all that is needed. It works
– it really does. I have seen the
miracles. People and their lives are
transformed by what happens to
them at the Basement Project. This is
not the right forum for comparisons
with what is achieved elsewhere
for the money that is wasted in the
public sector trying to solve the
growing problem of addiction of all
kinds in the UK but, ‘bang for buck’,
we deliver. I would like to see at

Our people truly give of themselves
so that others might live. They
put others less fortunate ahead of
themselves and show them that
there is a life worth living that can
be free of fear and free of addiction.

If I were asked to sum it up in three
words they would be: TRUTH, LOVE &
PEACE. We ask people to be truthful
with themselves so they may at
last be truthful with others. We ask
people to learn to love themselves
again so that they might learn to
love others. And we ask them to
seek a pathway to a life that brings
them peace within themselves so
that they might live in peace again
with others. That’s it - Truth, Love &
Peace – simple.

Much has changed over the last few
years; new premises, new people,
new friends, new challenges even.
But I still get that same feeling,
whenever I walk through the doors. I
feel absolutely at home in the place.
It’s humbling. I only wish I could
spend more of my time here.

Stuart Forshaw
Chairman, TBRP
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The Basement Recovery Project
Head Office:
Basement House
10 Carlton Street
Halifax
Calderdale
HX1 2AL
Phone 01422 383063
email: admin@thebasementproject.org.uk
fb:
facebook.com/basementproject
web:
thebasementproject.org.uk

Dewsbury Office:

Union Bank
3a Union Bank Yard
New Street
Huddersfield
HD1 2BP

Union House
29 Union Street
Dewsbury
WF13 1AS

Phone 01484 512363

Phone 01924 454167

email: kirklees@thebasementproject.org.uk
fb:
facebook.com/unionbankhuddersfield

email: kirklees@thebasementproject.org.uk
fb:
facebook.com/unionhousedewsbury

The

Huddersfield Office:

Basement Recovery Project

